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A bi l l  relating to salvage certificates of title. 

Minutes: 

Chairman Ruby opened the hearing on HB 1 1 26. 

James Prochniak, North Dakota H ighway Patrol, testified in support of HB 1 1 26. He 
provided written testimony and pictures to show examples of vehicles that may have to be 
inspected. See attachment #1 . (2:45) 

James Prochniak also explained the pictures attached to his testimony. The top vehicle 
(A) shows a vehicle that has already been l icensed and has a title. The owner may update 
the l icense and drive it. It doesn't have to be checked. The bottom vehicle (B) is one that 
we would typical ly see and inspect. Picture C is a manure spreader that has been 
converted to a vehicle. It was passed. By law, the inspection process, and the forms that 
are checked off to meet minimum standards, and from everything that can be verified, it 
passes. The point I am trying to make is that we don't train our officers in mechanical 
components, frame structure, steering components, and brakes, nor do we intend to. 
There are people that know a lot more about vehicles than we do. This is not to be 
confused with an annual safety inspection that some states have. We are just talking about 
getting the proper paperwork when going through a salvage inspection. We wou ld like a 
mechanic, who knows more about the vehicle, to sign off on the form. This wou ld relieve 
the duty and liability from the Highway Patrol .  

Representative Becker: I 'm all for increased efficiency. With this example, the manure 
spreader, are you saying that it wouldn't have been passed if it had gone to a mechanic? 
Are the mechanics able to be more restrictive than the Highway Patrolman? 

James Prochniak: We can't check the finer details of the vehicle, like the braking 
components, for example. All we are doing in a typical inspection process is: having the 
owner apply the brakes, if they hold, we check it off. We can't check to see if the bumpers 
are load bearing, or if the chassis is proper. We just do a visual check. Yes, we are trying 
to say that someone who has shown the aptitude to take an ASE certification test is going 
to know more than the Highway Patrol .  
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Representative Becker: Are you prepared to decrease your request by 2 .8  FTE's in the 
Highway Patrol's budget, if this bill passes? 

James Prochniak: We are looking at our operations and trying to create efficiencies prior 
to asking you for the additional 1 5  FTEs. That is the base level . What we are saying is that 
we can direct those efforts, so that we are more visible on the highway, reduce that fatal 
accident picture, and remove impaired drivers on the roadway. 

Representative Schatz: What will the cost be to the consumer if we change this to a 
certified mechanic? 

James Prochniak: It wil l  be determined by the free market. I don't want to guess what a 
garage might charge for an inspection. I can tell you that in Minnesota they charge $ 1 00. 

Rep resentative Fra nsvog: Do you charge for these inspections, and what are the 
requirements to become an ASE certified mechanic? 

James Prochniak: We do not charge. There is a process that one has to go through to be 
ASE certified. There is a handout attached to my testimony that explains it. See 
attachment 1 A. 

Representative Gruchella: There are a lot of mechanics in North Dakota that are not ASE 
certified. Are there other groups like this that certify mechanics that are not included in the 
bill?  

James Prochniak: We didn't check into other groups. There are roughly about 900 ASE 
certified mechanics in the state of North Dakota. 

Representative Gruchella: There are Street Rod Clubs that are concerned about being 
able to make modifications of vehicles. Will this exempt them from being able to do what 
they want to do? 

James Prochniak: I spoke to the Hot Rod Association. Last week-end they brought this 
bil l to their meeting, and they are in favor of it. 

Representative Gruchella: When a mechanic signs off on a vehicle, are they liable if 
something doesn't work on the vehicle and they previously signed off as it being roadworthy 
and safe? 

James Prochniak: I understand that concern. The Highway Patrol also has that concern. 
There may be language or may be changes to the form that wil l  allow the mechanic, to the 
best of their knowledge, to say the vehicle has met the standards. There is also a clause on 
the current form that wil l  carry over to the new form that talks about misrepresentation. 

Representative Delmore: How many inspections are done in a year? 
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James Prochniak: Last year we completed over 3 ,000 inspections. The number of ASE 
mechanics greatly outnumbers the Highway Patrol so there should be enough mechanics 
to do it. We are just using the 2.8 FTEs and the monetary number to drive home the point 
that we are tying up officers running around doing inspections. Although they are al l  over 
the state, we can sti l l  put that time back to road patrol. We want to get them out there to 
make travel safer. We are not advocating with my example. I am sorry if it was 
misunderstood. We are not going to transfer 2.8 people. We are just saying that that is how 
much commitment our agency makes to conducting these inspections. ( 1 8:30) 

Representative Delmore: Are all the inspections to make sure that cars are road worthy? 
Is there more than one definition of what roadworthy might be? 

James Prochniak: When we inspect a vehicle, predominately the salvage vehicle section, 
we use the form that is included in the handout. See attachment 1 B .  We are checking off 
the components to make sure that they meet state law. There is only one inspection. 

Representative Orovdal: We live in a rural area but even in our area I am able to call a 
Highway Patrolman and get a vehicle certified. I am not sure about a certified mechanic. 
How can we find out where they are located? 

James Prochniak: We wil l  try as an agency to compile a list, but we haven't done that yet. 
We do something similar with wrecker services. 

Rep resentative Heller: Has the Highway Patrol ever been held liable because of one of 
these inspections? 

James Prochniak: Yes, there have been some. I can remember there was one on an 
inspection that I conducted twenty-five years ago. We had already started questioning this 
process that long ago. We have continued, but there have been some modifications to the 
form. If a vehicle has had major frame work or a chassis has been redone, we question if it 
meets the safety standards. We are trying to remove the liability concern by getting out of 
this process. 

Representative Kreun: Are dealerships refurbishing vehicles that have been in a storm 
and received water damage or other major damage? 

James Prochn iak: It scares me to think that some of the vehicles that were in Hurricane 
Sandy might be going to market. That really drives home what we are trying to get out of. 
Our patrolmen don't know if the vehicle has received water damage, or if the electronic 
components that we are signing off, are okay. I think a mechanic wou ld have a better idea 
if the vehicle is really okay. 

Rep resentative Kreun: A Jot of the deficiencies in a vehicle that has been in a flood, like 
Grand Forks, don't show up until later on when the corrosion takes place. It would be good 
to have a more in depth look than the Highway Patrol can give. 

James Prochniak: That is exactly what we are trying to say. 
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Representative Fra nsvog: You referred to a "salvage certificate of title" and a regu lar 
"certificate of title". Does that mean that a salvage certificate goes away, and nobody 
knows that there was one? 

James Prochniak: It depends upon the monetary amount of damage. The salvage portion 
can travel with the title, even if it is titled in the state of North Dakota from another state. 
There wil l  be an indication on the title that says that the vehicle has received significant 
damage and received repairs. (30:22) 

Linda S itz, D irector of Motor Vehicle Division w ith Department of Transportation, 
testified in support of HB 1 1 26 and provided written testimony. She also provided an 
amendment to HB 1 1 26 and two inspection certificates. See attachments #2 a-d. The 
second inspection certificate (20) has highlighted areas that show the suggested revisions. 

Representative Sukut: The process is a catch 22 in some ways. I wonder if this new 
process wil l  give the ASE certified mechanics more power than we want to give them. If the 
mechanic doesn't sign off on a vehicle, the owner wil l not be able to move forward.  The 
mechanic may want to have some additional things added to a vehicle before he signs off. 
Do you see that as a prob lem? 

Linda Sitz: It cou ld be a problem. The Department of Transportation talked about fraud in 
different areas with any type of inspections. We may need to enhance the inspection form 
somehow. 

Representative Oversen: Is there a certification number that could be added to the form to 
prove that the mechanics are certified? 

Linda Sitz: I am not aware if there is certification number. 

Representative Gruche lla: The amendment puts the National Institute for ASE certified 
mechanics in Code, is that correct? 

Linda S itz: What we want to put into Code is the administrative Code that we are currently 
fol lowing . We are taking out the words Highway Patrol and inserting National Institute for 
National Institute. 

Representative Gruchella: If you are ASE certified and National Institute for Automotive 
Service Excel lence certified, is that two certifications? 

Linda S itz: No, it is one. 

Representative Gruchel la: So, this is the only certification that wil l  be allowed in Code? 

Linda S itz: That is correct. 

Representative Weisz: The only place on the form that seems to limit the liability is the 
one line: "the inspection is only to verify that the vehicle has met the minimum 
requirements". Do you think that this is enough liability protection for the mechanic? 
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Linda S itz: We are flexible in adjusting the verbiage on the form. If there is a section that 
you feel  we should add, we are open to that. 

Rep resentative Kreun: You may want to add the words "at the time of inspection". I 
believe that the ASE is the only certification that is available at this time. These inspections 
should put safer vehicles on the road. 

Vice Chairman Owens: My brother is an ASE mechanic, and they are continual ly getting 
training for new components of vehicles. 

Representative Vigesaa: We are asking the owner to verify that the frame has not been 
repaired, and that the vehicle a lignment is within tolerances. Those are very important 
items on a vehicle. By having the owner verify that on the form we are not even looking at 
those two items. That maybe should be added to the list of items to look at. 

The manufacturers require a lot of training from the technicians at dealerships. They 
go through all these levels of training, but I'm not sure that even if they go through all of that, 
that they are necessarily certified by the ASE. It is probably equivalent, but many probably 
don't go through the ASE since they have the manufacturer's b lessing. I wou ld say that they 
are as wel l  trained, but they don't get the designation. We should check into that a little bit. 

Linda S itz: In order for us to address your question about the frame and vehicle alignment, 
if we add that to the top section, then we wou ld need to do amendments to those sections of 
law. It is quoting 39.2 1 .  We are open to adding that. I wil l  check into the certification. 

Representative Becker: To codify the ASE when it is a private organization and there may 
be competing organizations in the future, I wonder if we should make the language more 
generic so others may be added. 

Vice Chairman Owens: We have dealt with that before. We ended up debating if we 
wanted to add certain language into the Code or not, or add equivalency. 

Representative Delmore: What do the surrounding states do for these inspections? Is 
there a charge, and what is it? 

Linda Sitz: Each state handles it differently. I don't have the information on the fees, but 
cou ld get them. 

Rep resentative Schatz: We have a state Motor Pool. Are these mechanics ASE certified? 

Linda Sitz: I don't know. I wil l  check into it. 

Vice Chairman Owens: Based on current Jaw, we have in North Dakota administrative 
code this chapter that specifies the North Dakota Highway Patrol right now. You have taken 
this section of Code and added what you would like to change and made the adjustment for 
ASE. Leaving the statute referencing just the chapter leaves a lot of room for changing the 
form and the requirement without constantly changing the statute. Do you real ly want to 
codify al l  of this specific information when you could sti l l  do that in administrative code like 
you have been doing? It is also a good question about frame. 
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Linda S itz: My understanding is that if we do a change to the administrative code, we still 
have to submit that through the due process in order to get it updated. 

Representative Weisz: I think it may be better to leave all the details in administrative code 
to give you the flexibility. Then if you want to add frame and alignment to the list, you don't 
have to wait until the legislature meets again. You could just go to administrative rules. 

Vice Chairman Owens: We wil l  need to discuss these changes. 

There was no further support for supporting testimony for HB  1 1 26 .  
There was no opposing testimony for HB 1 126. 

Matthew C. Larsgaard, MBA, Automobile Dealers Association of North Dakota, 
provided neutral testimony on HB 1 1 26 .  See attachment #2. (57:30) 

Representative Weisz: One of your comments had to do with out-of-state vehicles. This 
doesn't affect any of that. I can't see where you might think that we are going backwards 
with this legislation. Any of the certified mechanics wil l  be more qualified than the Highway 
Patrol .  I think we have forward progress with this bil l ,  and it is a good bil l .  No one is 
requiring anyone to perform these inspections. They can make that decision. 

Matthew C. Larsgaard: Your points are wel l  taken. It is my understanding that an ASE 
certified mechanic cou ld be working at a muffler shop. His certification could be specific to 
exhaust systems. Under this law that individual would be allowed to conduct vehicle 
inspections of severely damaged vehicles. Regarding #4 in my testimony, right now for 
salvage vehicles from out-of-state vehicles to pass an inspection, they have to go through 
the Highway Patrol .  This law could potentially weaken that inspection process, by having a 
parts specialist or muffler specialist conduct the inspection. If that were to happen, it could 
be possible that we wou ld see more out-of-state vehicles come into North Dakota in order 
to wash the titles. 

Rep resentative Weisz: You can't wash a title through this inspection process. You can't 
clean up a junk title. In the North Dakota system, if it has a salvage title the best it can 
have is a "previously salvaged" title. You can never make it clean by bringing it from 
another state. No matter how we structure it, there wou ld be a liability issue. I don't know 
why some muffler mechanic wou ld want to certify vehicles for $1 00. If a vehicle doesn't 
meet the requirements, the owner gets stopped the next day by a Highway Patrol ,  who do 
you think he wil l  go after. He wil l  be liable. 

Representative G ruchella: It seems like it wil l  be difficult to get just one place to certify a 
vehicle as being sound because there are so many different areas. I agree that any 
change we make to the present system is going to be better than what we have. At least 
the mechanics wil l  have expertise in some area. 

Vice Chairman Owens: For the record, having a central point inspection points for 
vehicles is nothing new. There are many states that have certified inspection centers. 
They are nothing more than mechanics that have applied for the application, and done 
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things for the state to certify. We wil l  continue to have the liability discussion and the 
different types of certification discussion. I think the third party inspection was a good point. 

There was no further testimony or discussion on HB 1 126. 

The hearing was closed on HB 1 1 26. 



Min utes: 

2013 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

House Transportation Comm ittee 
Fort Totten Room, State Capitol 

HB 1126 
02-14-13 

Job # 18934 

D Conference Committee 

Chairman Ruby brought HB 1126 back before the committee. He reviewed the bil l and 
stated that the area of contention was who would be certified to do the inspections. There 
are a number of different certifications; we might want to al low more than just ASE 
certifications. Maybe the language should be more generic. 

Representative Weisz: I don't have a problem with the language as it is. Whoever does 
these inspections accepts some liability. By saying that the inspections have to be done by 
someone ASE certified, it can't be done by just anyone who claims to be a qualified 
mechanic. I don't think just anyone would be wil ling to accept the liability that goes with 
these inspections. Remember that the Highway Patrolmen did not even have to have one 
hour of training in mechanics, and they were doing the inspections. This has to be better 
than that . It also takes a load off of the Highway Patrol. I like this language. 

Representative Becker: I agree overall , but think we stil l  could change the wording 
slightly, not just using the ASE certification. Something like: work done by an approved 
mechanic. I don't like having it in law that we are taking only a specific private 
organization's certification. There could be many that are equally capable that are certified 
by a lesser known organization. 

Vice Chairman Owens: I would move an amendment to be considered. On page 2 ,  line 2 
after excellence, add the words "or other nationally recognized certified mechanic" . My 
brother is a Ford mechanic who is trained in all the systems on the vehicle, but it has 
nothing to do with ASE. He gets training annually. 

Representative Weisz: Do you think that language wil l  include the Ford mechanic? 

Vice Chairman Owens: Yes, I do. I think that ASE is highly restrictive, alone. 

Chairman Ru by: There is no list that would tel l  who is a "nationally recognized certified 
mechanic", and there is no definition for "qualified mechanic" either. 

Representative Hel ler: If we used Vice Chairman Owens' proposal, why would we even 
need to list ASE? 
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Representative Drovdal: I wondered why we are not considering the Department of 
Transportation's amendment. I am also stil l  concerned by the language. In rural areas, 
like my own, we do not have a new car dealership within 5 0  miles, but we do have a 
Highway Patrolman. We could call a Highway Patrolman, but this would eliminate them 
completely. Is there room that we could stil l  allow the Highway Patrolman to be the 
inspector as an option to the vehicle owner? 

Chairman Ru by: I think that the Highway Patrol are trying to get away from this 
completely. 

Representative Drovdal: I t causes quite a problem in rural areas. Where wou ld people 
got to get the certification? 

Representative Schatz: A couple of things that bother me about the bill are the time and 
cost to the consumer. Currently we don't have that. 

Representative Weisz: This conversation has been going on a long time. One of the 
patrol officers suggested that we don't have any inspection because it is impossible to 
determine if there is absolutely nothing wrong with a vehicle without doing an extremely 
thorough inspection. The Highway Patrol is not qualified to do it , and it is an extra load. 
Maybe there is a false sense that because a Highway Patrol officer looked at the vehicle 
there cou ldn't possibly be anything wrong with it . The Highway Patrol wou ld like to be out of 
it , and they don't feel qualified. I think that is why the Highway Patrol came forward with this 
bil l .  I don't feel that the state has an obligation to pay for the inspection for the private 
consumer. If someone wants to fix a salvage vehicle, then that person should be wil ling to 
pay for the inspection to ensure that the vehicle is safe to go on the road. Those costs 
should be factored in to what I am going to pay to fix the vehicle and drive it . I don't feel that 
it is the state's responsibility. 

Representative Schatz: I disagree with that . The Highway Patrol has the ability to inspect 
your truck when you are driving a semi. The truck regu latory can determine if you are legal 
or not legal by examining all the parts. Why can't they do it for cars? 

Representative Delmore: I have a problem with this because it is a fee that we have no 
idea how much it wil l  be. I do think that people should have to pay for it, but we have no 
idea how much they wil l  be charged. I don't like passing a bill in which we have no idea 
what we are passing on to the public. I also have a note here that says we should define, 
"nationally recognized certified mechanic" if we put it in the bill. The ASE has a specific 
definition which is probably why they chose it. 

Vice Chairman Owens: I don't care who inspects the vehicle, that inspection is just a 
snapshot in time. It only says that at that moment in time everything appeared to be 
functional .  The driver might go down the road and rip out the brake line, and the vehicle 
would not be functional. The argument to let someone do this on their own, could fit that 
scenario. Representative Vigesaa, is dealership training nationally recognized? 

Representative Vigesaa: They are certified by the manufacturer to be competent at 
different levels. It is not national certification. I would think they would be qualified to do 
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the inspections. Their certifications are similar to the ASE,  but do not have any national 
recognition. 

Representative Gruchella: Ten years ago Minnesota charged $1 0 0  to have an inspection 
like this done. I 'm sure that has increased by now, but they had had the same issue that 
we are having . At that time they chose some sort of certification so that some shops could 
inspect salvage vehicles. However we try to pass this, it wil l  be better than what it is now. 
Any ASE certified mechanic, even if he is certified in muffler, wil l  have a hoist and be able 
to do an inspection. 

Chai rman Ru by: If we pass the bil l ,  and later in time a Highway Patrolman notices that 
something is wrong with the vehicle. Can he stil l  pick them up and enforce a citation? 

Representative Gruchella: Yes, he could. 

Representative Schatz: When a Highway Patrolman does the inspection, do they drive 
the vehicle at all or just look at it? 

Representative Gruchella: It is just a cursory look. There is no real inspection. 

Representative Delmore: Would there be any value to making this a study resolution so 
we can answer some of these questions? Even though it may be better than what we 
have; there are still issues of liability, what wil l  the inspection cost, and who is going to do 
the inspection. I think we need more information. 

Chai rman Ru by: I don't think it needs a ful l  study. We need to decide who wil l  do it , and 
as long as there is a certain form for the inspectors to fill out. . . .  

Representative Heller: I real ly don't know why the inspection wou ld be necessary. We 
bought a salvage vehicle once. It had been inspected by the Highway Patrol ,  but we were 
more concerned about being confident in the mechanic that fixed the vehicle. 

Representative Becker: I agree with Representative Hel ler. The inspections that are 
being done now are not worthwhile. I think now the buyer has to beware if they are going to 
buy a salvage vehicle. A buyer can require that the vehicle pass an inspection by a fu l ly 
certified mechanic. Let's just get rid of the program. 

Representative Weisz: The insurance companies and motor vehicle companies all 
disagree with the idea of having no inspection. Regardless if you sel l  the vehicle or not , the 
person that titles it still certifies that that vehicle is safe to be on the road. That person is 
liable for that. I don't think we want to eliminate the inspection all together. I think this is an 
improvement; it puts more responsibility on the person fixing the vehicle. I don't have a right 
to drive any salvaged vehicle on the road without being responsible for its safety. It is not 
the states responsibility to al low me to title a vehicle. I want the ability to title a salvage 
vehicle, but I feel that it is my responsibility. I don't see why the state should be spending 
money for a system that does nothing . 
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Representative Drovdal: The amendments that the Department of Transportation wanted 
to put in law tell us what is supposed to be inspected on the vehicle. Do we need to put that 
amendment on? 

Chairman Ru by: It can be left to administrative code. 

Vice Chairman Owens: I believe it needs to be in administrative code. They have the 
ability to do it now. 

Chairman Ruby: As long as the Highway Patrol provides the "Certificate of Vehicle 
Inspection" which must be complied with, that is probably all that is needed. 

Vice Chairman Owens moved the amendment. (Page 2, l ine 2, add "or a recognized 
certified mechanic") 
Representative Weisz seconded the motion. 
All  aye. The motion carried. 

Representative Sukut moved a DO PASS as amended on HB 1126. 
Representative Weisz seconded the motion. 

Representative Sukut: If it were me, I wou ld get a salvaged vehicle inspected by someone 
qualified before I bought it . So, it might be okay to no have an inspection at al l .  But, there 
are people out there that would just buy the car and take off as long as it was running . They 
wouldn't worry about anything . That is why something like this inspection is needed. 

Representative Schatz: I looked up the inspection fees in Minnesota, and they are about 
$167 . 

Representative Gruchella: I am going to support the motion. I think that we probably see 
a cottage industry develop around this. In each community there wil l  be someone who can 
do the certifications. 

Representative Becker: I wil l  support the motion as wel l .  

A roll cal l  vote was taken o n  H B  1126. Aye 10 Nay 3 Absent 1 
The motion carried. 
Representative Gruchella will  carry HB 1126. 
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Chairman Ruby brought HB 1 1 26 back before the committee. He stated that there is an 
issue with the language in HB1 1 26 .  

Vice Chairman Owens made a motion to reconsider H B  1126. 
Representative Delmore seconded the motion. 
A voice vote was taken. All aye. The motion carried. 

Chairman Ruby: Jennifer Clark brought to our attention that the language that we used in 
the amendment could work, but may not be the best way to go about it. I asked her to 
come down and help us. We would like it to be somewhat general ,  but yet have some sort 
of standard in place. 

Jennifer Clark, Legal Counsel from Legislative Cou ncil: This bil l came across my desk 
when it came up to be engrossed. You passed some amendments on this bil l from the 
Highway Patrol . The Highway Patrol originally suggested that the certification be signed off 
on by the ASE mechanics. You must have reviewed it and said "or other recognized 
certified mechanics". That got my attention. It was imperfect as it was drafted, referring to 
a private entity. Then you took it one more step and said, or "other recognized certified 
mechanics". My thought was, "Recognized by whom?" That leaves no standard or 
minimum requirement. I think I know where you want to go, but we need to reevaluate 
this. 

Chairman Ru by: You have a suggestion to use the generic term of a certified mechanic, 
such as, and then list certain ones. How would we word that? 

Jen nifer Clark: "Certifications recognized by the industry" - That is imperfect, but at least 
you are getting closer. It narrows the scope down. I would say to have a state entity make 
that determination on who is qualified. I would look to the Department of Transportation. 
That wou ld have the Department of Transportation make policy and adopt a rule. It might 
state that in order to sign one of these, here is what you need to be. It could be a living list 
that evolves and can change easily, versus once it is in code it is not as easy to change. If 
you don't want to do that, at least write in some parameters. For example: Recognized by 
the industry. Such as: 
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Chairman Ruby: I think I would favor that. I think that it is a big step up from where we 
are at, yet it is fairly general and wou ld be able to be changed as new certifications come 
up. 

Vice Chairman Owens: I would rather go with "such as", rather than put it on the 
Department of Transportation, as wel l .  

Representative Gruchel la: Are you suggesting that you would rather have the 
Department of Transportation certify the mechanics and leave it to their administrative code 
to identify the qualifications? 

Jen n ifer Clark: That wou ld be my preference because then we would have a state actor 
who gets to determine what it is. That might be further than you want to go, but then a 
state entity wil l  say who is certified to sign one of these. 

Representative Gruchella: So, the Department of Transportation could make up their own 
ru les? 

Jen n ifer Clark: That is right. 

Representative Kreun: Could the wording be something like, "a mu ltiple certified repair 
shop that is recognized by the Department of Transportation"? Are you looking for 
something of that nature? 

Jen n ifer Clark: I assume that language cou ld be valid for the industry. I don't know what 
"mu ltiple certified" might mean. 

Representative Kreun: I just meant that you would have to have a shop that is certified in 
multiple areas to do the inspection. 

Representative Drovdal: The Department of Transportation did come in and ask that we 
amend this with Administrative Code Section 37 .12 0 5 . 01 . They stated that it would make it 
clearer and easier for the public to find. Do you think we need that part of the code in the 
bil l to help us clarify it? 

Jen n ifer Clark: I haven't reviewed the testimony. I don't know if that is appropriate. 

Chairman Ruby asked about this language: "The certificate of inspection required under 
this section must be completed by a mechanic certified by an industry recognized 
certification that must state that the vehicle is in compliance with the requirements of 
Chapter 39 .21 ." 

Jen nifer Clark: You have tightened it a little bit. You have come closer to defining it . 
There is sti l l  some gray area. You are much closer than you are here. 

Representative Kreun made a motion for the amendment stated by Chairman Ru by. 
Representative Gruchella seconded the motion. 
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Representative Oversen: I agree that the new language helps, but we are stil l  missing 
how the public wil l  interpret that . If I would look at that code, I wouldn't know what an 
industry recognized certified mechanic is or where to go to find one. I think that including 
the Department of Transportation, may add a little bit of work for them, but it would give 
them the opportunity to present a list of mechanics that they would recognized that would 
be helpfu l  to the public. 

Chairman Ru by: I think the public would be likely to cal l  local repair shops or dealers to 
check to see if they are certified. The shops wil l  probably advertise for this. I think that we 
should look at this. If it takes off in directions that we didn't intend; we can tighten it up 
later. 

A voice vote was taken on the amendment. All aye. The motion carried. 

Representative Kreun moved a DO PASS as amended on HB 1126. 
Representative Delmore seconded the motion. 
A rol l  call vote was taken. Aye 12 Nay 1 Absent 1 
The motion carried. 
Representative Gruchella will carry HB 1126. 
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO HOUSE BILL NO. 1 1 26 

Page 2, line 2, remove "national institute for automotive service excellence-certified" 

Page 2, line 2, replace "that" with "certified by an industry-recognized certificate who" 

Renumber accordingly 
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Insert LC : 1 3.8087.01 002 Title: 02000 

REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE 
HB 1 1 26: Transportation Comm ittee (Rep. Ruby, Chairman) recommends 

AM ENDMENTS AS FOLLOWS and when so amended, recommends DO PASS 
(12 YEAS, 1 NAYS, 1 ABSENT AND NOT VOTING). HB 1126 was placed on the 
Sixth order on the calendar. 

Page 2, line 2, remove "national institute for automotive service excellence-certified" 

Page 2, line 2, replace "that" with "certified by an industry-recognized certificate who" 

Renumber accordingly 
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2013 SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

Senate Transportation Committee 
Lewis and Clark Room, State Capitol 

HB 1126 
3/7/2 013 

Recording job number 19 561 

0 Conference Committee 

Committee Clerk Signature /J!!(J 
Explanation or reason for introd uction of bil l/resol ution: 
Relating to salvage certificates of title 

Min utes: 

Chairman Oehlke opened the hearing on HB 1126 

Attached testimony: 2 

Colonel James Prochniak, Supt. North Dakota Highway Patrol in favor, we requested this 
bil l to remove the NDHP from completing these inspections and to require certified 
mechanics to inspect these vehicles. Advantages are: increased staffing efficiencies, 
redirected patrol efforts, agency cost reduction ,  reduced liability to the state and more 
thorough inspections . . .  Testimony #1 includes a Vehicle Inspection Analysis, answers to 
frequently asked questions, copy of a certificate of vehicle inspection form, pictures of 
vehicles, and a list of the number of ASE (National I nstitute for Automotive Service 
Excellence) certified mechanics in North Dakota. The House amendment included other 
certifications (Ford, etc . . . .  ) as wel l .  Our officers are not trained mechanics nor do we want 
to train them. They go thru an inspection form checking that the components they are being 
asked to look at work. They also check off components we actually do not check. The cost 
of getting the certificate from a mechanic in the Fargo region is around $1 0 0, in Bismarck, 
$ 5 0  - $1 5 0  (depending on how detailed). Highway patrol charges nothing. Vehicle safety 
wou ldn't be sacrificed; it is in the interest of the party inspecting that vehicle to do a 
reputable job if they want to stay in business. Getting a trained eye to look at that vehicle is 
better than a badge and a uniform. We are talking about, a vehicle that is "resurrected" 
essential ly, (my term). Certified mechanics can inspect their own vehicles. We can follow 
up thru odometer fraud investigations, etc . . . .  

Senator Sitte suggested changing in , page 2 line 2 "certificate" to organization add the 
word and "who must state the vehicle is in compliance". Senator Sinner addressing 
Chairman Oehlke's concern about liability: If a heavily damaged car, with a regular tit le, 
comes in ,  they fix it and put it back on the road, they are liable for that vehicle. I f they have 
this certification they accept liability. Discussion fol lowed about "qualified" vs. "certified" 
mechanic, al l certified are qualified but not all qualified are certified. 

Linda Sitz, Director of Motor Vehicle Division ,  North Dakota Department of Transportation 
(DOT) in support of this bil l ,  attached testimony # 2 

No other testimony, hearing closed. 
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Recording job number 20632 

0 Conference Committee 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bil l/resol ution: 

Relating to salvage certificates of titles 

Minutes: Attached testimony: 1 

Chairman Oehlke opened the discussion on HB 1 1 26 

Senator Flakoll moved to adopt amendment number 13.8087.02001 

Vice Chairman Armstrong seconded 

Discussion fol lowed. Chairman Oeh lke explained the amendment, it replaced "mechanic 
certified by an industry recognized certificate" with "licensed new or used motor vehicle 
dealer" . The dealer completing the certificate of inspection may not be the dealer who 
reconstructed the vehicle. The reconstruction can be made by a qualified non-certified 
mechanic because he can do the work but not the certification. Chairman Oehlke said 
Mathew Larsgaard, Automobile Dealers Association of North Dakota, who initially opposed 
the bil l ,  see attached testimony #1 , and now likes it . 

Voice vote Yes 6 No 0 Absent not voting 1 

Vice Chairman Armstrong moved a DO PASS on engrossed HB 1 1 26 as amended 

Senator Sitte Seconded 

Roll Cal l  Vote: Yes 7 No 0 Absent not voting 0 

Ca rrier: Senator Sinner 
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1 1 26 

Page 2, line 2, replace "mechanic certified by an industry-recognized certificate who" with 
"licensed new or used motor vehicle dealer with publicly offered motor vehicle repair 
services. The dealer completing the certificate of inspection may not be the dealer who 
reconstructed the vehicle and" 

Renumber accordingly 

Page No. 1 1 3 .8087 .02001 
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REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE 
HB 1126, as eng rossed : Transportation Committee (Sen. Oeh lke, Chairman) 

recommends AMENDM ENTS AS FOLLOWS and when so amended, recommends 
DO PASS (7 YEAS, 0 NAYS, 0 ABSENT AND NOT VOTING). Engrossed HB 1126 
was placed on the Sixth order on the calendar. 

Page 2, line 2, replace "mechanic certified by an industry-recognized certificate who" with 
"licensed new or used motor vehicle dealer with publicly offered motor vehicle repair 
services. The dealer completing the certificate of inspection may not be the dealer 
who reconstructed the vehicle and" 

Renumber accordingly 
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Fort Totten Room, State Capitol 

HB 1 1 26 
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Job # 21 0 1 1 

[g] Conference Committee 

Committee Clerk Signature 

A bil l relating to salvage certificate of title. 

Minutes : 

Vice Chairman Owens opened the Conference Committee on HB 1 1 26. ( 1  :40) I reviewed 
the testimony from the Senate, and we basically agree. I think that the only problem we 
have here is the portion where it says "must be completed by a . . .  " We need to decide 
what wil l  complete the statement, and how we define who wil l  do this. Unless my fellow 
committee members have an objection, I don't have an objection to "you not inspecting 
your own vehicle" . I like the added qualifier that you recognized someone who publical ly 
offers motor vehicle repair services. 

Senator Armstrong: As long as you have the fail-safe of the dealer who completes the 
certificate, isn't the one who does the inspection, I am okay with opening it up a little more. 

Representative Gruchella: I had an extensive conversation with Ken Swanke from 
Quality Auto in Fargo. We discussed who should be doing the inspections. I also talked to 
Abra Body Shop in Bismarck. They both talked about the I Card Gold Standard that we 
previously discussed. The I Card Gold Standard is the best standard that the body shops 
use. They have equipment that is a 3-D scanner to make sure the body of the car is 
square. They both said that is the standard that should be adopted for inspections. A 
garage mechanic may or may not have the professional training to look at a car's frame and 
determine that it was rebuilt properly. I think we need to add something into this. I 'm not 
sure that just a certified mechanic is the way to go. 

Representative Sukut: Looking at the certificate of inspection and see what they have to 
check off, I don't know how qualified you have to be. The list isn't too technical .  At the 
col lege there is an auto mechanics program; most of the students cou ld do this inspection 
to see if the vehicle is qualified to get back on the road. 

Vice Chairman Owens: I appreciate both points that were brought up. What you bring up, 
Representative Gruchella, deals with the actual road worthiness of the vehicle. That would 
be the frame structure being aligned properly. But that is really part of 392 1 that needs to 
be changed. We are not dealing with 3921 . We are dealing with the act of inspecting it for 
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safety as currently required. All we are dealing with in this bill is WHO does that 
inspection. I f  we seriously want to consider that we need to look at 392 1 . Currently the 
Highway Patrol does these inspections. We have the opportunity to have someone who is 
more knowledgeable doing the inspections. The wording that the Senate came up with 
specified that. The House was concerned about limiting it to just vehicle dealers because 
in the western part of the state it will severely limit the opportunity for people to get their 
vehicles inspected. 

Senator Sinner: 6,000 inspections? 

James Prochniak: 6 ,000 in one year. 

Representative Gruchel la: The more that I looked at this, it appears that the gap is from 
someone who doesn't know anything about a vehicle doing the inspections now, to 
someone who can look at a damaged vehicle and do a in depth inspection. In the opinion 
of the man from Abra Body Shop, if we are going to do this properly we would require some 
sort of standards to do the inspections. If we are just going to do a minimal inspection, that 
is one thing . But, if we are really going to make sure that a vehicle is road-worthy, then we 
are going to have to get a professional .  

Vice Chairman Owens: In Chapter 392 1 gives us the standards, but we are not 
adjudicating Chapter 3921 . We need to change 21  is what you are saying . To do that 
without public hearings is wrong . So, under the standards that we have at this moment, 
who do we want to inspect these vehicles? I would like each committee member to bring 
one idea back to committee, that changes the portion . . .  completed by -----------------. In 
the beginning it just said SAE certified mechanics. We wanted to make that broader, not 
limit to just SAE certified mechanics. 

Senator Sinner: I think all new motor vehicle dealers have service shops. When we are 
adding the statement about publicly offered motor repair services, we are really talking 
about the used dealers, are we not? 

Vice Chairman Owens: Or even a mechanics shop that doesn't even sell vehicles. 

Senator Sinner: In this statement that is not included. 

Vice Chairman Owens: Correct, not the way that it is written right now. 

Senator Sinner: I 'm saying that we delete the used car dealers and say licensed new 
motor vehicle dealers and include some certification services like SAE ,  I
CAR, and others. 

Vice Chairman Owens: We discussed this in the House. The problem is that there are so 
many different certifications that we felt that it was not reasonable to try to list all of them. 
That is why we used nationally recognized certificate because we didn't want to have to 
laundry list all of these. 
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Senator Sinner: I think we have to be specific. It should include the top level 
certifications: the new car dealers, the I-CAR certification, and then maybe one other one. 
The SAE certification must have some high level certifications. 

Senator Armstrong: I am almost going the other direction. If you want to be all inclusive 
with this and cover as many mechanics shops as possible. It would say, a business 
registered with the North Dakota Secretary of State with publically offered motor vehicle 
repair. It would be any business in good standing in North Dakota that fixes motor vehicles. 

Vice Chairman Owens: Everyone should bring at least one idea to the next meeting . We 
wil l  choose one at that time. We have to decide if we want to open it up, or restrict it? 

The meeting was adjourned. 
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House Transportation Committee 
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1Z1 Conference Committee 

Committee Clerk Signature 

Minutes: Attachments 1-2 

Vice Chairman Owens brought the meeting to order on HB 1 1 26. When we left here we 
wanted to have some qualifications to do the inspections, but not restrict it too much. 

Seantor Si nner and Senator Armstrong had suggestions for amendments. 

Senator Armstrong brought forward an amendment which has changes to Section 3. See 
attachment #1 . I think this is as broad as we can get it, without having it completely 
deregulated. 

Senator Cam pbell: I like that it is short and to the point . It addresses the issues. 

Vice Chairman Owens: What we are trying to do is to take this off of the Highway Patrol 
and have someone else do the inspections of salvage vehicles. We have been trying to 
find a balance between who can do the inspections and who we can reasonably expect to 
do a good job , without making the qualifications too tight. We had a problem with knowing 
how to identify all of the certifications. I like the portion that states "publically offered motor 
vehicle repair" . It says that they're in business day in and day out. It broadens the scope of 
inspectors. 

Senator Sinner suggested some amendment possibilities. See attachment #2 . He stated 
that he had ideas, but if the committee wanted Senator Armstrong's amendment, he wou ld 
support it . 

Representative Gruchel la: Looking at the two amendments, we have two spectrums. 
ASE certification can be a very specific area, like to put mufflers on a car. Opening it up 
like in Senator Armstrong's amendment is very broad, but better than what we have now. 

Representative Gruchella moved the HOUSE accede to Senate amendments and 
further amend. 
Senator Cam pbell seconded the motion. 
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Vice Chairman Owens: The House struggled with trying to find language to include all 
certified mechanics when we worked on this bil l .  

Senator Sinner: I am not as concerned about the qualified people that we are missing, but 
more about the unqualified people that we are letting in . 

Senator Armstrong: If we were starting from scratch, we might be doing something 
different, but what we are doing is drastically improving on the current situation . The 
Highway Patrol wil l appreciate it, and we will all appreciate having mechanics do the 
inspections. 

A roll  call  vote was taken. Aye 6 Nay 0 Absent 0 
The motion carried. 
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1 1 26 

That the Senate recede from its amendments as printed on page 1 1 69 of the House Journal 
and page 946 of the Senate Journal and that Engrossed House Bill No. 1 1 26 be 
amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 2 ,  replace "mechanic certified by an industry-recognized certificate who" with 
"business that is registered with the secretary of state, is in good standing, and offers 
motor vehicle repair to the public. The business completing the certificate of inspection 
may not be the business that reconstructed the vehicle and" 

Renumber accordingly 

Page No. 1 1 3.8087.02003 
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Committee: HOUSE TRANSPORTATION 
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Date: 04/09/1 3 & 04/1 2/1 3 

Rol l  Call Vote #: 1 

Action Taken 0 HOUSE accede to Senate amendments 
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� HOUSE accede to Senate amendments and further amend 
0 SENATE recede from Senate amendments 
0 SENATE recede from Senate amendments and amend as fol lows 

House/Senate Amendments on HJ/SJ page(s) 1 1 69 -- 946 �=----��--

0 Unable to agree, recommends that the committee be discharged and a 
new committee be appointed 

HB 1 1 26 was placed on the Seventh order 

of business on the calendar 

Motion Made by: Representative Gruchella 

Representatives 

Vote Count Yes: 6 -----

Seconded by: Senator Campbell 

No: 0 ----- Absent: 0 -----

House Carrier _R_e....lp_._O_w__;_e_ns ______ Senate Carrier Senator Armstrong 

LC Number of amendment ----------

LC Number 1 3.8087 02003 of engrossment ----------

Emergency clause added or deleted 

Statement of purpose of amendment 
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REPORT OF CONFERENCE COMMITTEE 
HB 1 1 26, as engrossed: Your conference committee (Sens. Armstrong, Campbell, Sinner 

and Reps. Owens, Sukut, Gruchalla) recommends that the HOUSE ACCEDE to the 
Senate amendments as printed on HJ page 1169, adopt further amendments as 
follows, and place HB 1126 on the Seventh order: 

That the Senate recede from its amendments as printed on page 1169 of the House Journal 
and page 946 of the Senate Journal and that Engrossed House Bill No. 1126 be 
amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 2, replace "mechanic certified by an industry-recognized certificate who" with 
"business that is registered with the secretary of state, is in good standing. and offers 
motor vehicle repair to the public. The business completing the certificate of 
inspection may not be the business that reconstructed the vehicle and" 

Renumber accordingly 

Engrossed HB 1126 was placed on the Seventh order of business on the calendar. 
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James Prochniak, NDHP 

January 1 8, 201 3  

Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and members of the House Transportation Committee. 
My name is James Prochniak, Superintendent of the North Dakota H ighway Patrol . I 
am here today to testify in support of House Bil l  1 1 26 .  

The North Dakota Highway Patrol inspects motor vehicles for which a salvage certificate 
of title had been issued and the owner wants to obtain a regular certificate of title. 
Inspections are completed after the vehicle has been reconstructed. Throughout 201 2, 
the NDHP conducted 3 ,343 veh icle inspections for NDDOT Motor Vehicle Division 
purposes. On average, approximately 1 4  troopers dedicate one day each week to 
conduct vehicle inspections. The resulting biennial cost is estimated at $61 9,091 or 
approximately 2 .8 FTEs which wou ld be reallocated. 

The North Dakota H ighway Patrol is proposing a change to section 39-05-20.2 of the 
North Dakota Century Code. The change would require the vehicle inspection to be 
completed by an ASE-certified mechanic. The intent is to remove the North Dakota 
H ighway Patrol from completing these inspections and requ iring certified mechanics to 
inspect these vehicles. This wil l  enhance the safety component of the inspection and 
al low NDHP troopers to focus on more critical aspects of their duties. It will also remove 
the NDHP from any potential l iabi l ities of certifying the mechanical components of a 
vehicle, such as tires, steering and suspension, and the fuel system. 

There are several advantages to removing the NDHP from the veh icle inspection 
process including increased staffing efficiencies, redirected patrol efforts, and reduced 
l iabi l ity on the state. The proposed change will not only benefit the NDHP but also the 
motoring publ ic by providing for safer vehicles driven on our roadways. 

Mr .  Chairman, members of the committee, this concludes my testimony. I wou ld be 
happy to answer any questions you may have. 
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VEHICLE INSPECTION ANALYSIS 
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The North Dakota Highway Patrol inspects motor vehicles for which a salvage certificate of title 

had been issued and the owner wants to obtain a regular certificate of title. Inspections are 

completed after the vehicle has been reconstructed. The NDHP conducts these vehicle 

inspections by scheduling one or two troopers once a week to complete the inspections. The 

vehicle owners schedule inspections with their regional NDHP o ffice. The owner is given a date 

and time of when a trooper will complete the inspection. One or two troopers are scheduled a 

ful l  eight-hour day once a week to complete the inspections in each of the eight NDHP regional 

o ffice locations. 

The North Dakota Highway Patrol is proposing an amendment to section 3 9-05-20.2 of the 

North Dakota Century Code. The amendment essentially states the vehicle inspection must be 

completed by an ASE-certified mechanic. The intent is to remove the North Dakota Highway 

Patrol fro m  completing these inspections and requiring certified mechanics to inspect these 

vehicles. This will enhance the safety component of the inspection and allow NDHP troopers to 

focus on more critical aspects of their duties. I t  will also remove the NDHP from any potential 

liabilities of certifying the mechanical components of a vehicle, such as tires, steering and 

suspension, and the fuel system. 

The NDH P is granted authority under section 3 9-03 -09(5) and 3 9-05-32 of the NDCC and would 

l ike to keep that authority in special cases where there is a need to conduct an investigation. 

Department o f  Transportation Administrative Rule 3 7- 1 2-05-0 1 states the North Dakota 

Highway Patrol wil l  conduct these vehicle inspections. 

Numerous phone calls and emails have been exchanged with the Department of Transportation 

regarding the process of vehicle inspections and how the system could be improved. The DOT is 

in favor of removing the NDHP from the vehicle inspection process and requiring the inspection 

to be completed by an ASE-certified mechanic. 

There are several advantages to removing the NDHP from the vehicle inspection process, 

including increased staffing efficiencies, redirected patrol efforts, agency cost reduction, and 

more thorough inspections. The proposed change wil l  not only benefit the NDHP but also the 

motoring public by providing for safer vehicles driven on our roadways. 



Throughout 20 1 2, the North Dakota Highway Patrol conducted 3 ,343 vehicle inspections for 

NDDOT Motor Vehicle Division purposes (SFN02486). On average, approximately 14  troopers 

dedicate one day each week to conduct vehicle inspections. The resulting biennial cost is 

estimated at $61 9,091 or approximately 2.8 FTE which would be reallocated. 



Questions 

1 .  Will this bi l l  ultimately provide for safer vehicles on the roadway? 

-Yes. Currently, NDHP troopers inspect vehicles to ensure they are in compliance with 

requirements of section 3 9-2 1 of the NDCC. An ASE-certified mechanic is able to 

inspect the vehicle much more thoroughly and point out safety concerns that a trooper is 

not trained to identify. 

2 .  How does the N D H P  plan t o  inform the public o f  this change? 

-The N D H P  plans to launch a media campaign using television, radio, and print, 

highlighting the new law and how it works. All regional NDH P offices will be instructed 

to inform callers to contact their local ASE-certified mechanic to complete the vehicle 

inspection. There will also be a legislative law review providing clarification to all North 

Dakota law enforcement officers. 

3 .  W hat are the requirements t o  become an ASE certi fied mechanic? 

-The N ational I nstitute for Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) works to improve the 

q uality of vehicle repair and service by testing and certifying automotive professionals. 

To become ASE-certified, you must pass one or more of the ASE certification exams and 

present proof of at least two years of relevant work experience. You may substitute two 

years of relevant formal training for up to one year of the work experience requirement. 

4. H ow is an ASE certified mechanic recognized? 

-Upon certification, the mechanic will receive wallet and wall credentials, plus an 

appropriate sleeve insignia or lapel pin set. 

5 .  D oes the NDHP face any l iabilities with their troopers completing vehicle inspections? 

-Yes. Numerous conversations have revealed the concern of NDHP troopers certifying a 

vehicle is "roadworthy". NDHP troopers inspect vehicles to verify they are in 

compliance with state law. This inspection is l imited to what the trooper is able to 

observe from outside the vehicle, which presents a concern if  there are possible 

m echanical flaws throughout the vehicle. 



CERTIFICATE OF VEHICLE INSPECTION 
North Dakota Department of Transportation 
Motor Vehicle Division 
SFN 2486 (Rev. 06-2009) 

'TITLE NO. 

The vehicle described must be inspected by a trooper of the Highway Patrol to verify compliance with state laws before title or registration will be issued 
by the Department of Transportation. If the vehicle passes inspection, this form, bearing the signature of the qualified trooper and accompanied by all 
required documents, must be forwarded to the Department of Transportation, Motor Vehicle Division, 608 E. Boulevard Ave., Bismarck, North Dakota 
58505, before the vehicle will be registered. If vehicle Is already licensed and titled, this form may be used to rescind the license and title if the vehicle is 
foun d  to be illegally equipped 

Year I Make I Model � �e I VIN I Number of Axles 

REASON FOR INSPECTION 

Vehicle I dentification Number has been affixed in a secure manner and inspected by the Highway Patrol (check one): 0 Motor Vehicle to be affixed on left front pillar post between door hinges. 0 Mobile HomefTrailer to be affixed on hitch. 

0 Motorcycle to be affixed on the frame. 0 Public Vehicle Identification number replacement. 

0 Rebuilt 0 Modified 0 Antique 0 Homemade 0 Other 

NOTE: If vehicle is antique, is it equipped with original or equivalent parts? D Yes 0 No - Explain 

MOTOR VEHICLE OR 4-WHEELED 

UNCONVENTIONAL 

Does the vehicle meet the following requirements? 
(See Chapter 39-21 NDCC and Article 37-12 NDAC) 
PASS FAIL 

D 0 
D 0 
D [J 
D [J 

D [J 
D [J 
0 [J 
0 [J 
D [J 
D [J 
D [J 
D [J 
[J [J 

D [J 
D 0 
D [J 
D [J 
D 0 
D 0 
D [J 
D [J 

Headlights {39-2 1-02, 39-21-03, 39-21-20) 

T a�lights {39-21-04 ) 

license Plate Light (39-2 1-04)(3) 

Clearance Lights ana Reflectors (39-21-05, 
39-21-07 through 39-21-12) 

Stopltghls (39-21-06) (1) 

Tum Signals (39-21-06(21. 39-21-19) 

Brakes (39-2 1-32. 39-21-33) (37-12-02-03(111 

Hom (39-21-36) (37-12-{)2-{)4) 

Exhaust System (39-21-37) (37-12-{)2-{)3(3)) 

Morrors (39-21-36) (37-12-{)2-02(5)) 

V\1ndSI11eld- Tented V\tndows (39-21-39 ( 1 )  (4) 

Wndshteld \IV'ipers (39-21-39 (2) (3) 

Bumper Height (39-21-45 1) {37- 12-02-03(2)) 

Door Latches (37 -1 2-02-()2( 1 )) 

Floor Pan (37-1 2-02-02{2)) 

Hood latd"les (37-12-02-02(3)) 

Steering Wleel {37-12-02.02(4 11 

Fenders (37-1 2-{)2-{)3(4)) 

Fuel s,.tem (37-1 2·02-03(5)) 

Steenng and Suspens1on (37-12-02-03{6U 

T1res (37-12-02-03{7)) 

Overall Body Condition of Vehicle: D Good 

MOTORCYCLE OR 3-WHEELEO 

UNCONVENTIONAL 

(See Chapter 39-27 NDCC) 

PASS FAIL 

0 0 
0 0 
[J [J 
[] [J 
[J [] 

[J 0 
[J [J 
[J [J 
[J [J 
[J [J 
[J [J 
0 [J 
[J [J 
[J [J 
0 [J 
[] [] 
[J [J 
0 [J 

[] Fair 

frame and Chassis (3g..27-03) 

Brakes (39-27-04 )(39-27..Q4 1 )  

Tu-es. V\11eel and Rims (39-27 -{)5) 

Sleenng and Suspens1on (39-27-06) 

Fuel System (39-27-07) 

Muffter (39-27-06) 

M!fTOr (39-27-09) 

Fenders (39-27-10) 

Seat (39·27-1 1 )  

Chain Guard (39-27- 12) 

Vehlde Stand (39-27-13) 

Glazing (39-27- 14) 

Hom (39-27-15) 

Speedometer and Odometer (39-27-16) 

Ltghtlng Equipment (39-27-17) (39-27-1 7 1 )  

Passenger Seat (39-27-18) 

Footrest (39-27-20) 

H1ghway 8ars (39-27-21) 

D Poor 

TRAILER 

(See Chapter 39-21 NDCC) 

PASS FAIL 

0 0 Ta!lhghts (39-21-04) 

0 0 Clearance Ughts & Reflectors (39-21-05. 
39-21·10) 

[J [J Stopl1ghts {39-21-06, 39-21-08) 

[J [J Tum Signals (39-21-06, 39-21 -08) 

0 [J Safety Chains or Brakes (39-2 1-32) 

CERTIFICATE OF REPAIRS FOR SALVAGE VEHICLE 

Name 'Address l t;ity I state I Zip Code 

I certify that I have rebuilt the above described vehicle. 1 further certify: The frame of the vehicle was not in need of repair or has been repaired in such a 
manner that the repairs will not detract from the overall performance of the vehicle and the chassis is now in a condition that would be comparable to the 
chassis of a similar vehicle which has not been damaged in an accident. The wheel alignment for the vehicle is within the tolerances allowed for vehicles of 
the same make, year model, and style. 

X 
Signature Date 

This inspection is "only'' to verify the above-described vehicle has met minimum equipment requirements as required by state law. 

INSPECTED BY: 

Signature of Inspecting Officer Badge Number Date 

PENAL TV: Any person making a false statement o n  thts certificate of which another penalty is not specifically provided Is guilty of a class B 
misdemeanor-
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House Transportation COMMITTEE 

January, 2013 - 9:00 a.m. - Fort Totten 

North Dakota Department of Transportation 
Linda Sitz, Director of Motor Vehicle Division 

House Bill 1 126 

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee - I'm Linda Sitz, Director of the Motor Vehicle 
Division at the North Dakota Department of Transportation (DOT). Thank you for giving me the 
opportunity to present information to you today. 

The DOT supports this bill which will move the vehicle inspections from the Highway Patrol to 
a qualified service mechanic certified by the national institute for automotive service excellence. 
This bill change will free up considerable amounts of time within the Highway Patrol. 

Currently, in order to get a certificate of title for a salvage vehicle in North Dakota, a citizen 
must have the vehicle inspected by the Highway Patrol.  Highway Patrol must complete a 
certificate of inspection form that includes the requirements set out in North Dakota Century 
Code chapter 3 9-2 1 and North Dakota Administrative Code article 37- 12.  The citizen must 
present the certificate of inspection signed by Highway Patrol to Motor Vehicle Division in order 
to receive a certificate of title for that vehicle. 

This bill changes the process of having Highway Patrol do the inspections. Instead, a mechanic 
certified by the national institute for automotive service excellence will inspect the vehicle in 
accordance with North Dakota law and sign the certificate of inspection form provided. The form 
would be identical to the one currently used by Highway Patrol, with a few changes made to 
reflect that a mechanic has inspected the vehicle instead of Highway Patrol. 

NDDOT would like to propose an amendment to HB 1 126 adding what is currently North Dakota 
Administrative Code section 3 7-1 2-05-0 1 to the statute addressed in this bill. The reason for this 
change is to make the law clearer and easier for the public to find. If this bill passes, Motor 
Vehicle will need to change the certificate of inspection form accordingly and clean up some 
language in the Administrative Code. 

Mr. Chairman, I would be happy to answer any questions at this time. Thank you. 



PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO HOUSE BILL NO. 1 1 26 

Page 2, line 3 ,  after "chapter 39-21 "  insert "and North Dakota Administrative Code 

chapter 37 -1 2-02" 

Page 2, after line 3, insert: 

4. A national institute for automotive service excellence-certified mechanic, when 
inspecting a salvage vehicle under the provisions of this section, must inspect the 
following equipment to determine it is in compliance with the requirements of 
chapter 39-21 and North Dakota Administrative Code chapter 37-1 2-02: 

� Headlights, turn signals, windshield, mirrors, horn, brakes, exhaust system, 
tail lights, stoplights. license plate lights, clearance lights and reflectors, 
bumper heights, tires, fenders. steering wheel, steering and suspension, 
hood latches, door latches, floor pan, and fuel system. In addition to 
inspecting the listed equipment, a national institute for automotive service 
excellence-certified mechanic may require an additional statement from the 
rebuilder of the salvage vehicle prior to the completion of the certificate of 
inspection. The additional signed statement, as a part of form SFN 2486, 
shall require the rebuilder to certify the following: 

ill The frame of the salvage vehicle was not in need of repair or has 
been repaired in such a manner that the repairs will not detract from 
the overall performance of the vehicle and the frame is now in a 
condition that would be comparable to the frame of a similar vehicle 
which had not been damaged in an accident. 

.{61 The wheel alignment is within the tolerances allowed for vehicles of 
the same make, year model, and style. National institute for 
automotive service excellence-certified mechanics may require this 
additional certification when they determine the salvage vehicle may 
have suffered damage to frame, chassis, or wheel alignment as a 
result of an accident. 

Renumber accordingly. 



CERTIFICATE OF VEHICLE INSPECTION 
North Dakota Department of Transportation 
Motor Vehicle Division 
SFN 2486 (Rev. 06-2009} 

!TITLE NO. 

The vehicle described must b e  inspected b y  a trooper o f  the Highway Patrol t o  verify compliance with state laws before title or registration will b e  issued 
y the Department of Transportation. If the vehicle passes inspection, this form, bearing the signature of the qualified trooper and accompanied by all 

,·equired documents, must be forwarded to the Department of Transportation, Motor Vehicle Division, 608 E. Boulevard Ave. ,  Bismarck, North Dakota 
58505, before the vehicle will be registered. If vehicle is already licensed and titled, this form may be used to rescind the license and title if the vehicle is 
found to be illegally equipped. 

Year I Make I Model I Style I VIN I Number of Axles 

REASON FOR INSPECTION 

Vehicle Identification Number has been affixed in a secure manner and inspected by the Highway Patrol (check one}: 
0 Motor Vehicle to be affixed on left front pillar post between door hinges. 0 Mobile Home/Trailer to be affixed on hitch. 

0 Motorcycle to be affixed on the frame. 0 Public Vehicle Identification number replacement. 

0 Rebuilt 0 Modified 0 Antique 0 Homemade 0 Other 

NOTE: If vehicle is antique, is it equipped with original or equivalent parts? D Yes 0 No - Explain 

MOTOR VEHICLE OR 4-WHEELED MOTORCYCLE OR 3-WHEELED TRAILER 
UNCONVENTIONAL UNCONVENTIONAL 

Does the vehicle meet the following requirements? (See Chapter 39-27 NDCC} (See Chapter 39-21 NDCC} 
(See Chapter 39-21 NDCC and Article 37-12 NDAC} 
PASS FAIL PASS FAIL PASS FAIL 

0 0 Headlights (39-21 -02. 39-21-03, 39-21-20) 0 0 Frame and Chassis (39-27 -03) 0 0 Taillights (39-21 -04) 

0 0 Taillights (39-21-04) 0 0 Brakes (39-27-04) (39-27-04.1) 0 0 Clearance Lights & Reflectors (39-21 -05, 

0 0 License Plate Light (39-21-04) (3) 0 0 Tires. Wheel and Rims (39-27 -05) 
39-21-10) 

0 0 Stoplights (39-21-06. 39-21-08) 0 0 Clearance Lights and Reflectors (39-21-05, 0 0 Steering and Suspension (39-27 -06) 0 0 Tum Signals (39-21-06. 39-21 -08) 
39-21-07 through 39-21-12) 0 0 Fuel System (39-27 -07) 0 0 Safety Chains or Brakes (39-21-32) 0 0 Stoplights (39-21 -06) (1) 0 0 Muffler (39-27 -08) 

0 0 Tum Signals (39-21-06(2), 39-21-19) 0 0 Mirror (39-27-09) 

0 0 Brakes (39-21-32. 39-21-33) (37-12-02-03(1)) 0 0 Fenders (39-27-10) 

0 0 Hom (39-21 -36) (37-12-02-04) 0 0 Seat (39-27-1 1 )  

""] 0 Exhaust System (39-21-37) (37-12-02-03(3)) 0 0 Chain Guard (39-27 -12) 

J 0 Mirrors (39-21-38) (37-12-02-02(5)) 0 0 Vehicle Stand (39-27 -13) 

0 0 Windshield - Tinted Windows (39-21-39 (1) (4) 0 0 Glazing (39-27-14) 

0 0 Windshield Wipers (39-21-39 (2) (3) 0 0 Hom (39-27-15) 

0 0 Bumper Height (39-21-45. 1 )  (37-12-02-03(2)) 0 0 Speedometer and Odometer (39-27 -16) 

0 0 Door Latches (37-12-02-02(1)) 0 0 Lighting Equipment (39-27-17) (39-27-17.1) 

0 0 Floor Pan (37-12-02-02(2)) 0 0 Passenger Seat (39-27 -18) 

0 0 Hood Latches (37-12-02-02(3)) 0 0 Footrest (39-27 -20) 

0 0 Steering Wheel (37-12-02-02(4)) 0 0 Highway Bars (39-27-21 )  

0 0 Fenders (37-12-02-03(4)) 

0 0 Fuel System (37-12-02-03(5)) 

0 0 Steering and Suspension (37-12-02-03(6)) 

0 0 Tires (37-12-02-03(7)) 

Overall Body Condition of Vehicle: 0 Good D Fair D Poor 

CERTIFICATE OF REPAIRS FOR SALVAGE VEHICLE 

Name I Address I City I state I Zip Code 

I certify that I have rebuilt the above described vehicle. I further certify: The frame of the vehicle was not in need of repair or has been repaired in such a 
manner that the repairs will not detract from the overall performance of the vehicle and the chassis is now in a condition that would be comparable to the 
chassis of a similar vehicle which has not been damaged in an accident. The wheel alignment for the vehicle is within the tolerances allowed for vehicles of 
the same make, year model, and style. 

X 
Signature Date 

This inspection is "only" to verify the above-described vehicle has met minimum equipment requirements as required by state law. 
�SPECTED BY: 

Signature of Inspecting Officer Badge Number Date 

PENALTY: Any person making a false statement on this certificate of which another penalty is not specifically provided is guilty of a class B 
misdemeanor. 



CERTIFICATE OF VEH ICLE I NSPECTION 
North Dakota Department of Transportation I TITLE NO. 
Motor Vehicle Division 

_ SFN 2486 (Rev. 1 -201 3) '----------------------' 
�he vehicle described must be inspected by an ASE Certified Mechanic to verify compliance with state laws before title or registration will be issued by 

e Department of Transportation. If the vehicle passes inspection, this form, bearing the signature of the qualified ASE Certified Mechanic and 
.;ccompanied by all required documents, must be forwarded to the Department of Transportation, Motor Vehicle Division, 608 E. Boulevard Ave. ,  
Bismarck, North Dakota 58505, before the vehicle will be registered. I f  vehicle is already licensed and titled , this form may be used to rescind the license 
and title if the vehicle is found to be illegally equipped 

Year I Make J Model I Style I VIN I Number of Axles 

REASON FOR INSPECTION 

Vehicle Identification N umber has been affixed in a secure manner and inspected by an ASE Certified Mechanic (check one): 
0 Motor Vehicle to be affixed on left front pillar post between door hinges. 0 Mobile Home/Trailer to be affixed on hitch. 

0 Motorcycle to be affixed on the frame. 0 Public Vehicle Identification number replacement 

0 Rebuilt 0 Modified 0 Antique 0 Homemade 0 Other 

NOTE: If vehicle is antique, is it equipped with original or equivalent parts? D Yes 0 No - Explain 

MOTOR VEHICLE OR 4-WHEELED MOTORCYCLE OR 3-WHEELED TRAILER 
UNCONVENTIONAL UNCONVENTIONAL 

Does the vehicle meet the following requirements? ; 
(See_ Chapter 39-21 NDCC) 

(See Chapter 39-21 NDCC and Article 37-1 2 NDAC) 
(See Chapter 39-27 NDCC) 

PASS FAIL PASS FAIL PASS FAIL ' 

D D Headlights (39-21-02, 39-21-03, 39-21-20) D D Frame and Chassis (39-27-03) o. D Taillights (39-21-04) 
D D Taillights (39-21-04) D D Brakes (39-27-04) (39-27-04.1)  D D Clearance Lights & Reflectors (39-21-05, 

, .  39-21-10) 
D D License Plate Light (39-21-04) (3) D D Tires, Wheel and Rims (39-27-05) 

D. tJ Stoplights (39-21-06, 39-21-08) 
D D Clearance Lights and Reflectors (39-21-05, D D Steering and Susp���ion (3S-27•06) 0 D Turn Signals (39-21-06, 39-21 -08) 39-21-07 through 39-21-12) 

D D Fuel System (39-27 -07) • .  � D D Safety Chains or Brakes (39-21-32) 
D 0 Stoplights (39-21-06) (1) 

D D Muffler (3S,2l-08) 
D D Tum Signals (39-21-06(2), 39-21-19) 

D D 
, . ,  

Mirror (39-27-09) 
D D Brakes (39-21-32, 39-21-33) (37-12-02-03(1)) 

D D Fenders (39:27-10) 
D D Horn (39-21-36) (37-12-02-04) 

D D · seat (39-27-11) 
l D Exhaust System (39-21-37) (37-12-02-03(3)) 

D D Chain Guard (39-27-12) 
j D Mirrors (39-21-38) (37-12-02-02(5)) D D Vehicle siand (39-27-13) 

!] D Windshield - Tinted Windows (39-21-39 (1) (4) 0 D Glazing (39-2'7� 14) 
D D Windshield Wipers (39-21-39 (2) (3) D 0 �orn (39-27 -15) 
D D Bumper Height (39-21-45. 1) (37-12-02-03(2)) D ·o Speedometer and Odometer (39-27-16) 

D D Door Latches (37-12-02-02(1)) D D Lighting Equipment (39-27-17) (39-27-17.1) 

D D Floor Pan (37-12-02-02(2)) D D Passenger Seat (39-27 -18) 

D D Hood Latches (37-12-02-02(3)) D 0 Footrest (39-27 -20) 

D D Steering Wheel (37-12-02-02(4)) :0 D Highway Bars (39-27-21) . .  

D D Fenders (37-12-02-03(4)) 

D D Fuel System (37-12-02-03(5)) 

D D Steering and Suspension (37-12-02-�3(6)) 

D D Tires (37-12-02-03(7)) 

Overall Body Condition of Vehicle: D Good D Fair D Poor 

CERTIFICATE OF REPAIRS FOR SALVAGE VEHICLE 

Name I Address I City I State I Zip Code 

I certify that I have rebuilt the above described vehicle. I further certify: The frame of the vehicle was not in need of repair or has been repaired in such a 
manner that the repairs will not detract from the overall performance of the vehicle and the chassis is now in a condition that would be comparable to the 
chassis of a similar vehicle which has not been damaged in an accident The wheel alignment for the vehicle is within the tolerances allowed for vehicles of 
the same make, year model, and style. 

X 
Signature Date 

This inspection is "only" to verify the above-described vehicle has met minimum equipment requirements as required by state law. 

1 certify that I am a National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence certified mechanic as required by NDCC Section 39-05-20.2. 

SPECTED BY: 

Signature of ASE Certified Mechanic Printed Name Date 

PENALTY: Any person making a false statement on this certificate of which another penalty is not specifically provided is guilty of a class B 
misdemeanor. 



House B i l l  1 1 26 

Testimony before House Transportation Committee 

Matthew C.  Larsgaard ,  M BA 

Automobile Dealers Association of North Dakota 

9:00 a.m.,  January 1 8, 201 3  
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1/17/13 

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee ,  my name is Matthew Larsgaard and I 

am appearing in a neutral position on House Bi l l  1 1 26 on behalf of the Automobi le 

Dealers Association of North Dakota which consists of our state's franchised new car 

dea lers.  

The NO Highway Patrol (H P) has been performing inspections on salvaged motor 

veh icles for many years.  The inspection process and vehicle certification is requ i red 

to al low a salvaged vehicle to be legal ly driven on publ ic roads. Inspections primari ly 

occur when a vehicle owner wants to reg ister 1 )  an antique veh icle , 2 )  a rebu i lt 

veh icle from various parts or 3) a salvaged or severely damaged vehicle after it has 

been rebu i lt. Please keep in mind that a salvaged vehicle is one that has sustained 

severe structural  damage in excess of seventy-five percent (75%) of the vehicle's 

retail value .  (39-05-20.2) 

We very m uch appreciate the great job that the H P  does in protecting our residents 

and patrol l ing our highways. We also support the H P's concept of eventual ly 

transferring the obligation to conduct salvaged veh icle inspections to the private 

sector. However, reluctantly , we are opposed to specific language on page 2, l ine 2 

which states "national institute for automotive service excel lence (ASE) - certified 

mechanic. "  

I t  i s  important to understand that an ASE certification simply means that an individua l  

is a "professional" within some aspect of the motor vehicle service industry. Being 

ASE certified does not mean that an individual is qual ified to conduct inspections of 

severely damaged vehicles .  In fact, being "ASE certified" does not even mean that an 

individual  is a mechanic. 



We have conducted some research on the ASE certification. The ASE website states 

that "After passing at least one exam and providing proof of two years of relevant 

work experience , the test-taker becomes ASE certified. " I t  is important to understand 

that the vast majority of the ASE tests focus on one specific automotive system such 

as brakes, transmissions, exhaust; eng ines, etc. There are currently 48 different ASE 

tests ranging from "School Bus Certification Tests" to "Automobile Parts Specialist 

(P2)" to "Compressed Natural Gas Eng ines (H 1 ) . "  Again, with respect to the ASE 

testing component, an individual only has to pass one of these tests to be ASE 

certified. 

With this in mind, does the proposed legislation allow ANY individual that is "ASE 

certified" to conduct the inspections? If so , our concern would be that an "ASE Parts 

Specialist" and other ASE certificate holders might not have the appropriate training to 

conduct inspections of severely damaged motor vehicles. 

In addition, we have several other questions/concerns: 

1 .  I t  appears that an individual may rebui ld a salvaged vehicle and inspect or 

certify their own work and; 

2 .  I t  appears that a business may rebui ld a severely damaged vehicle and 

possibly requ i re one of thei r  own employees to inspect or certify the vehicle. 

Should the inspector be an independent third party? 

3 .  Will the "certified mechanic" or the business where the mechanic is employed 

be held l iable in the event the vehicle is in an accident involving bodily injury or 

death? 

4.  I t  appears that any "ASE certified mechanic" in North America may perform 

these inspections. Wil l  we see a large number of out-of-state salvaged 

vehicles brought into North Dakota? 

5. Is there a process in p lace to validate and ensure that the "ce rtified inspector" 

actually possesses the ASE certification or can anyone claim to be certified 

and not have any q uestions asked? 



6 .  Is  there a penalty in p lace for those who commit fraud and claim to have an 

ASE certification when they really do not? 

7 .  Is  a "mechanic", who is trained to repair and service vehicles, the appropriate 

p rofessional to conduct inspections on severely damaged vehicles? 

It is important to understand that the H P  is currently obligated to " inspect" vehicles 

that are being driven on our highways in an effort to ensure that motorists are safe 

and in compliance with NDCC 39-2 1 which requ i res that specific vehicle equipment 

must operate p roperly . . . .  this bi l l  won't change that. It seems reasonable to us that 

until these questions have been thoroughly studied or answered the H P  should 

continue to perform the inspections for certification - inspections ,  in part, that pertain 

d irectly to NDCC 39-2 1 . 

We understand that this is a very important issue before us today. We also 

understand that during the last two years the H P  has inspected over six thousand five 

hundred (6,500) vehicles. We also agree that it is reasonable to eventually move this 

task to the p rivate sector. With that in mind, we are very interested in working with the 

H P  to find a reasonable solution to this issue. 

M r. Chairman, in short, we believe this issue needs to be studied further. 

We are very interested in partnering with the HP ,  DOT, and other interested parties in 

an effort to analyze this issue during the interim. After a thorough due di l igence has 

been performed we wou ld all be much better positioned to approach the 201 5 

legislature with a solution that works for everyone . This approach wi l l  help  to identify 

any unintended consequences and ensure that a "qualified inspector" and inspection 

p rocess is established - all in an effort to protect our residents and keep non

roadworthy vehicles off of the highways. 

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my testimony. Thank you .  

Matthew C .  Larsgaard, MBA 

Automobi le Dealers Association of North Dakota 



Testimony - House B i l l 1 1 26 
Senate Tra nsportation C ommittee 

S u bm itted by 
James Proch niak, NDHP 

March 7 ,  20 1 3  

Good morning , Mr. Chairman,  and members of the Senate Transportation Committee. 
My name is James Prochniak, Superintendent of the North Dakota Highway Patrol .  I 
am here today to testify in support of House Bi l l  1 1 26. 

The North Dakota H ighway Patrol inspects motor vehicles for which a salvage certificate 
of title had been issued and the owner wants to obtain a regular certificate of title. 
I nspections are completed after the veh icle has been reconstructed. Throughout 2012 ,  
the NDHP conducted 3 ,343 vehicle inspections for NDDOT Motor Veh icle Division 
purposes. On average, approximately 1 4  troopers dedicate one day each week to 
conduct vehicle inspections. The resulting biennial cost is estimated at $6 1 9 ,091 or 
approximately 2 .8 FTE which would be rea l located. 

The North Dakota H ighway Patrol is proposing a change to section 39-05-20 .2 of the 
North Dakota Century Code. The change would require the vehicle i nspection to be 
completed by a mechanic certified by an industry-recogn ized certificate. The intent is to 
remove the North Dakota Highway Patrol from completing these inspections and 
requir ing certified mechan ics to inspect these vehicles. This wi l l  enhance the safety 
component of the inspection and allow NDHP troopers to focus on more critical aspects 
of their duties. It wi l l  also remove the NDHP from any potential l iabil ities of certifying the 
mechan ical components of a vehicle, such as tires, steering and suspension , and the 
fuel system .  

There a re several advantages to removing the NDHP from the vehicle inspection 
process i ncluding increased staffing efficiencies, redirected patrol efforts, and reduced 
l iabi l ity on  the state. The proposed change wil l not only benefit the NDHP but also the 
motoring publ ic by providing for safer vehicles driven on our roadways. 

Mr. Chairman,  members of the committee, this concludes my testimony. I wou ld be 
happy to answer any questions you may have . 



VEHICLE INSPECTION ANALYSIS 

January 1 1 , 20 13 



The North Dakota Highway Patrol inspects motor vehicles for which a salvage certificate of title 

had been issued and the owner wants to obtain a regular certificate of title. Inspections are 

completed after the vehicle has been reconstructed. The NDHP conducts these vehicle 

inspections by scheduling one or two troopers once a week to complete the inspections. The 

vehicle owners schedule inspections with their regional NDHP office. The owner is given a date 

and time of when a trooper will complete the inspection. One or two troopers are scheduled a 

full eight-hour day once a week to complete the inspections in each of the eight NDHP regional 

office locations. 

The North Dakota Highway Patrol is proposing an amendment to section 3 9-05-20.2 of the 

North Dakota Century Code. The amendment essentially states the vehicle inspection must be 

completed by an ASE-certified mechanic. The intent is to remove the North Dakota Highway 

Patrol from completing these inspections and requiring certified mechanics to inspect these 

vehicles. This will enhance the safety component of the inspection and allow NDHP troopers to 

focus on more critical aspects of their duties. It will also remove the NDHP from any potential 

liabilities of certifying the mechanical components of a vehicle, such as tires, steering and 

suspension, and the fuel system. 

The NDHP is granted authority under section 3 9-03-09(5) and 39-05-32 of the NDCC and would 

like to keep that authority in special cases where there is a need to conduct an investigation. 

Department of Transportation Administrative Rule 3 7- 1 2-05-0 1 states the North Dakota 

Highway Patrol will conduct these vehicle inspections. 

Numerous phone calls and emails have been exchanged with the Department of Transportation 

regarding the process of vehicle inspections and how the system could be improved. The DOT is 

in favor of removing the NDHP from the vehicle inspection process and requiring the inspection 

to be completed by an ASE-certified mechanic. 

There are several advantages to removing the NDHP from the vehicle inspection process, 

including increased staffing efficiencies, redirected patrol efforts, agency cost reduction, and 

more thorough inspections. The proposed change will not only benefit the NDHP but also the 

motoring public by providing for safer vehicles driven on our roadways. 



Throughout 2012, the North Dakota Highway Patrol conducted 3,343 vehicle inspections for 

NDDOT Motor Vehicle Division purposes (SFN02486). On average, approximately 1 4  troopers 

dedicate one day each week to conduct vehicle inspections. The resulting biennial cost is 

estimated at $61 9,09 1 or approximately 2.8 PTE which would be reallocated. 



Questions 

1 .  Will this bill ultimately provide for safer vehicles on the roadway? 

-Yes. Currently, NDHP troopers inspect vehicles to ensure they are in compliance with 

requirements of section 3 9-2 1 of the NDCC. An ASE-certified mechanic is able to 

inspect the vehicle much more thoroughly and point out safety concerns that a trooper is 

not trained to identify. 

2. How does the NDHP plan to inform the public of this change? 

-The NDHP plans to launch a media campaign using television, radio, and print, 

highlighting the new law and how it works. All regional NDHP offices will be instructed 

to inform callers to contact their local ASE-certified mechanic to complete the vehicle 

inspection. There will also be a legislative law review providing clarification to all North 

Dakota law enforcement officers. 

3 .  What are the requirements to become an ASE certified mechanic? 

-The National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) works to improve the 

quality of vehicle repair and service by testing and certifying automotive professionals. 

To become ASE-certified, you must pass one or more of the ASE certification exams and 

present proof of at least two years of relevant work experience. You may substitute two 

years of relevant formal training for up to one year of the work experience requirement. 

4. How is an ASE certified mechanic recognized? 

-Upon certification, the mechanic will receive wallet and wall credentials, plus an 

appropriate sleeve insignia or lapel pin set. 

5 .  Does the NDHP face any liabilities with their troopers completing vehicle inspections? 

-Yes. Numerous conversations have revealed the concern of NDHP troopers certifying a 

vehicle is "roadwmihy". NDHP troopers inspect vehicles to verify they are in 

compliance with state law. This inspection is limited to what the trooper is able to 

observe from outside the vehicle, which presents a concern if there are possible 

mechanical flaws throughout the vehicle. 



13 .8087.01 000 
Sixty-third 
Legislative Assembly 
of North Dakota 

Introduced by 

Transportation Committee 

HOUSE BILL NO. 1 1 26 

(At the request of the Highway Patrol) 

A BI LL for an Act to amend and reenact section 39-05-20.2 of the North Dakota Century Cod e ,  

2 relating to salvage certificates of title. 

3 BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF NORTH DAKOTA :  

4 SECTION 1 .  AM ENDMENT. Section 39-05-20.2 of the North Dakota Century Code is 

5 amended and reenacted as follows: 

6 39-05-20.2. Issuance of salvage certifi cate of title. 

7 .1... The owner of a vehicle that is damaged in excess of seventy-five percent of the 

8 
9 

1 0  
1 1  
1 2 

vehicle's retail value as determined by the national automobile dealers association 

official used car guide shall forward the title for that vehicle to the department within 

ten days and the department shall issue a salvage certificate of title. Glass damage 

and hail damage must be excluded in the determination of whether a vehicle has been 

damaged in excess of seventy-five percent of the vehicle's retai l  value. 

1 3  2, If a vehicle for which a salvage certificate of title has been issued is reconstructed ,  a 

1 4  
1 5  
1 6  
1 7  
1 8  
1 9  
20 
21 
22 
23 

regular certificate of title may be obtained by completing an applicatio n  for the 

certificate. The applicant shall include with the application a certificate of inspection in 

the form required by the department, the salvage certificate of title, and a five dollar 

fee . The department shall place on the regular certificate of title and on all subsequent 

certificates of title issued for the vehicle the words "previously salvaged" and a 

notation that damage disclosure information is available from the department. The 

depa rtment may not issue a new certificate unless the vehicle identification number of 

the vehicle has been inspected and found to conform to the description given in  the 

appl ication or  unless other proof of the identity of the vehicle has been provided to the 

satisfaction of the department. 

Page No. 1 13 .8087.01 000 



Sixty-third 
Legislative Assembly 

� The certificate of inspection reguired under this section must be completed by a 

2 national institute for automotive service excellence-certified mechanic that must state 

3 the vehicle is in compliance with the reguirernents of chapter 39-21 .  

Page No. 2 13.8087.01 000 



CERTIFICATE OF VEH ICLE IN SPECTION 
North Dakota Department of Transportation 
Motor Vehicle Division 
SFN 2486 (Rev. OS-2009) ITITLE NO. 

The vehicle described musl be inspected b y  a trooper o f  the Highway Patrol t o  verify compliance with slale laws before title o r  registration will be issued 
by lhe Department of Transportation. If lhe vehicle passes inspection , this form, bearing the signature of the qualified trooper and accompanied by all 
required documents, must be forwarded to the Department of Transportation, Motor Vehicle Division, 608 E. Boulevard Ave.,  Bismarck, North Dakota 
58505, before the vehicle will be registered. If vehicle Is already licensed and titled, this form may be used to rescind the license and title if the vehicle is 
found to be illegally equipped 

Year I Make I Model I Style I VIN I Number of Axles 

REASON FOR INSPECnON 
Vehicle Identification Number has been affixed in a secure manner and inspected by the Highway Patrol (check one): 

0 Motor Vehicle to be affixed on left front pillar post between door hinges. 0 Molblle Homeffrailer to be affixed on hitch. 

0 Motorcycle to be affixed on the frame. 0 Public Vehicle Identification number replacement. 

0 Rebuilt 0 Modified 0 Antique 0 Homemade 0 Other 

NOTE: If vehicle Is antique, Is It equipped with original or equivalent parts? D Yes 0 No · Explain 

MOTOR VEHICLE OR 4-WHEELED 
UNCONVENTIONAL 

Does the vehicle meet the following requirements? 
(See Chapter 39-21 NDCC and Article 37-12 NDAC) 
PASS FAIL 
D D Headlights (39-21-02, 39-21-03, 39-21-20) 

D D Ta�li9hts (39-21-04) 

D D License Plate Ugh! (39-21-04) (3) 

D D Clearance Ughls and RetectOfs (39-21-05, 
39-21-07 through 39-21-121 

D D Stoplights (39-21-06) ( 1 )  

D D Tum Signals (39-21-06(2). 39-21- 19) 

D D Brakes (39-21-32. 39-21-33) (37-12-02-03(111 

D D Hom (39-21-36) (37- 12-02.041 

D D Exhaust System (39-21-37) (37-1 UJ2-03(3)) 

D D Mirrors (39-2 1-38) (37-12-02-02(5)) 

D D Wndshield- Tinted Wndows (39-21-39 (1 J (4) 

D D Wndshield Wpers (39-21-39 (2) (3) 

D D Bumper Height (39-21-45. "I) (37-·1 2-02-03(2)) 

D D Door Latches (37-1 2-02-02( 1 J) 
D D Floor Pan (37-1 2-02-02(2)) 

D D Hood Latches (37-12-02-02{3)) 

D D Steering Wleel (37-12-02-02(4 )) 

D D Fenders (37-1 2-02-03(4)) 

D D Fuel System (37-12-02-03{5)) 

D D Steering and Suspension (37-1 2-02-03(6)) 

D D Tires (37-12-02-03(7)) 

Overall Body Condition of Vehicle: D Good 

MOTORCYCLE OR 3-WHEELED 
UNCONVENnONAL 

(See Chapter 39-27 N DCC) 

PASS 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

D Fair 

FAIL 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

Frame and Chassis (39-27-03) 

Brakes (39-27-04) (39-27-04. 1 J 

T1res, IJI..tieel and Runs (39-27-05 ) 

Steering and Suspension (39-27-06) 

Fuel System (39-27-07) 

Muffter (39-27-08) 

Ml'ror (39-27-09) 

Fenders (39-27-10) 

Seat (39-27-1 1 1  

Chain Guard (39-27-12) 

Vetide Stand (39-27-13) 

Glazing (39-27- 14) 

Hom (39-27-15) 

Speedometer and Odometer (39-27-16) 

L1ghling EQUpment (39-27-17 J {39-27 -17 1 J 
Passenger Seat (39-27- 18) 

Footrest (39-27-20) 

H1�ay Bars {39-27-21) 

D Poor 

TRAILER 

(See Chapter 39-21 N DCC) 

PASS FAIL 

D D Ta11hghts (39--21 -04 J 

D D Clearance Lights & ReflectOfS (39-21-05, 
39-21-10) 

D D Stop<;;,hts (39-2Hl6. 39-21-081 

D D Turn S1gnals (39-21 ..00 , 39-21 -08) 

D D Safety Chains or Brakes (39-21-32) 

CERllFICATE OF REPAIRS FOR SALVAGEVEHICLE 

Name I Address I City I State I Zip Code 

t certify that I have rebuilt the above described vehicle. t further certify: The frame of the vehicle was not in need of repair or has been repaired in such a 
manner that the repairs will not detract from the overall performance of the vehicle and the chassis is now in a condition that would be comparable to the 
chassis of a similar vehicle which has not been damaged in an accident. The wheel alignment for the vehicle is within the tolerances allowed for vehicles of 
the same make, year model, and style. 

X 
Signature Date 

This inspection is "only" to verify the above-described vehicle has met minimum equipment requirements as required by state law. 

INSPECTED BY: 

Signature of Inspecting Officer Badge Number Date 

PENAL TV: Any person making a false statement on this c ertificate of which another penalty Is not spec ifical ly provided Is guilty of a class B 
misdemeanor. 
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ABERCROM BIE 

ALICE 

ARGUSVI LLE 

BELCOU RT 

BELFIELD 

BERTHOLD 

BISMARCK 

BOTTI NEAU 

BURLI NGTON 

CANDO 

CASSELTON 

CAVALI ER 

CHURCHS FERRY 

CLIFFORD 

COOPERSTOWN 

DEVI LS LAKE 

DICKI NSON 

DRAKE 

DUNN CENTER 

DUNSEITH 

EDGELEY 

EMBDEN 

EMERADO 

FAIRMOUNT 

FARGO 

FIN LEY 

GACKLE 
GRAFTON 

GRAND FORKS 

GRAN DI N 

HANKINSON 

HARVEY 

HARWOOD 

HATTON 

HAZELTON 

HAZEN 
HETTI NGER 

HOPE 

JAMESTOWN 

KI NDRED 

LANGDON 

LI NCOLN 

LI NTON 

LISBON 
MANDAN 

MCCLUSKY 

MENOKEN 

MI NOT 

MOORETON 

N EW LEIPZIG 

NEW ROCKFORD 

ASE Mechanics in North Dakota 

Master Auto 

1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 

50 
1 
1 
1 
4 
2 
1 
1 
1 
5 

1 7  
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 

49 
2 
1 
3 

2 1  
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 

1 
3 
1 
1 

7 
1 
3 
3 
1 
2 

1 9  
1 
1 

35 
1 

Page 1 



N EW SALE M  

N EW TOWN 

OAKES 

ORISKA 

P RAIR I E  ROSE 

RAY 

R EGAN 
ROLLA 

RUGBY 

RYDER 

SAINT ANTHONY 

SAWYER 

S E LZ 

ST ANTHONY 

S URREY 

SYKESTON 

THOMPSON 

TOLNA 

VALLEY CITY 

WAH PETON 

WEST FARGO 

WHEATLAND 

WILLISTON 

WILTON 
WIMBLEDON 
WISHEK 

WYNDMERE 

ASE Mechanics in North Dakota 
Master Auto 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

3 
1 

2 
2 

4 
9 

1 7  

1 

8 
1 

1 

1 

1 

Page 2 



ASE Mechanics I n  North Dakota 

Master Collision 

r���"��l£�1\!��l/!1�';l,�(��\�;.�"'}i�tl§anir,ciafrre�wn�A(! �l�;Jfl���s�w.4w?;swz.?,l'�'i)�!r::fi�"··1�:· ... ·,,.·.,,,.. .. � .{j ,. .... ""'-· ,,r::"·""il ..... ,� • ..,"'��•���\�� 
BISMARCK 7 

FARGO 3 
GRAFTON 2 
GRAND FORKS 2 
JAMESTOWN 1 
LANGDON 1 
MANDAN 4 
MINOT 2 
STEELE 1 
WAHPETON 1 



City 
BISMARCK 

BURLINGTON 

CAVALIER 

DAZEY 

D EVILS LAKE 

FARGO 

G LENBURN 

G RAFTON 

G RAND FOR KS 

HAZEN 

HORACE 

JAMESTOWN 

LINCOLN 

MANDAN 

M ENOKEN 

MINOT 

PARK RIVER 

SELZ 

SURREY 

UNDERWOO D  

WAHPETON 

Technican Count 
1 9  

1 
1 
1 
2 

1 0  
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
4 
1 
4 
1 
5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 

ASE Mechanics in North Dakota 
Collision 



SENATE TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE 

March 7, 2013 - 1 0:45 a.m. - Lewis and Clark 

North Dakota Department of Transportation 

Linda Sitz, Director of Motor Vehicle Division 
House Bill 1 126 

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee - I'm Linda Sitz, Director of the Motor Vehicle 
Division at the North D akota Department of Transportation (DOT). Thank you for giving me the 
opportunity to present information to you today. 

The DOT supports this bill which will move the vehicle inspections from the Highway Patrol to 
a qualified service mechanic certified by an industry- recognized certificate for automotive 
service excellence. This bill change will free up considerable amounts of time within the 
Highway Patrol. 

Currently, in order to get a certificate of title for a salvage vehicle in North Dakota, a citizen 

must have the vehicle i nspected by the Highway Patrol. Highway Patrol must complete a 
certificate of inspection form that includes the requirements set out in North D akota Century 
Code chapter 39-2 1 and North Dakota Administrative Code article 37- 1 2 .  The citizen must 
present the certificate of inspection signed by Highway Patrol to Motor Vehicle Division in order 
to receive a certificate of title for that vehicle. 

This bill changes the process of having Highway Patrol do the inspections. Instead, a certified 
mechanic will inspect the vehicle in accordance with North Dakota law and sign the certificate of 
inspection form provided. The form would be i dentical to the one currently used by Highway 
Patrol, with a few changes made to reflect that a mechanic has inspected the vehicle instead of 
Highway Patrol . 

If this bill passes, DOT Motor Vehicle will need to change the certificate of inspection form 
accordingly and clean up some language in the Administrative Code. 

Mr. Chairman, I would be happy to answer any questions at this time. Thank you. 



C E RTIFICATE OF VEH ICLE INSPECTION 

Motor Vehicle Division 
North Dakota Department of Transportation I TITLE NO. 

SFN 2486 (Rev. 06-2009) '----------------------' 
� vehicle described must be inspected by a trooper of the Highway Patrol to verify compliance with state laws before title or registration will be issued 
the Department of Transportation. If the vehicle passes inspection, this form, bearing the signature of the qualified trooper and accompanied by all 

.quired documents, must be forwarded to the Department of Transportation, Motor Vehicle Division, 608 E. Boulevard Ave. ,  Bismarck, North Dakota 
58505, before the vehicle will be registered. If vehicle is already licensed and titled, this form may be used to rescind the license and title if the vehicle is 
found to be illegally equipped 

Year I Make I Model I Style I VIN I Number of Axles 

REASON FOR INSPECTION 

Vehicle Identification Number has been affixed in a secure manner and inspected by the Highway Patrol (check one): 
D Motor Vehicle to be affixed on left front pillar post between door hinges. D Mobile Home/Trailer to be affixed on hitch. 

D Motorcycle to be affixed on the frame. D Public Vehicle Identification number replacement. 

D Rebuilt D Modified D Antique D Homemade D Other 

NOTE: I f  vehicle is antique, is it equipped with original or equivalent parts? D Yes D No - Explain 

MOTOR VEHICLE OR 4-WHEELED 
UNCONVENTIONAL 

Does the vehicle meet the following requirements? 
(See Chapter 39-21 NDCC and Article 37-12 NDAC) 
PASS FAIL 

D 0 Headlights (39-21-02, 39-21-03, 39-21 -20) 
D 0 Taillights (39-21-04) 
D 0 License Plate Light (39-21-04) (3) 
D 0 Clearance Lights and Reflectors (39-21-05, 

39-21-07 through 39-21-12) 

D 0 Stoplights (39-21 -06) (1) 

D 0 Tum Signals (39-21 -06(2). 39-21-19) 

D 0 Brakes (39-21-32, 39-21-33) (37-12-02-03(1)) 

D 0 Hom (39-21 -36) (37-12-02-04) 
� 0 Exhaust System (39-21-37) (37-12-02-03(3)) 

0 Mirrors (39-21 -36) (37-12-02-02(5)) 

w 0 Windshield - Tinted Windows (39-21-39 (1) (4) 

D 0 Windshield Wipers (39-21-39 (2) (3) 

D 0 Bumper Height (39-21-45. 1) (37 -12-02-03(2)) 

D 0 Door Latches (37-12-02-02(1)) 

D 0 Floor Pan (37-12-02-02(2)) 

D 0 Hood Latches (37-12-02-02(3)) 

D 0 Steering Wheel (37-12-02-02(4)) 

D 0 Fenders (37-12-02-03(4)) 

D 0 Fuel System (37-12-02-03(5)) 

D 0 Steering and Suspension (37-12-02-03(6)) 

D 0 Tires (37-12-02-03(7)) 

Overall Body Condition of Vehicle: 0 Good 

MOTORCYCLE OR 3-WHEELED 

UNCONVENTIONAL 

(See Chapter 39-27 NDCC) 

PASS FAIL 

0 0 Frame and Chassis (39-27 -03) 

D 0 Brakes (39-27 -04) (39-27 -04.1) 

0 0 Tires. Wheel and Rims (39-27 -05) 
0 0 Steering and Suspension (39-27 -06) 
D 0 Fuel System (39-27 -07) 

D 0 Muffler (39-27 -06) 
D 0 Mirror (39-27 -09) 

D 0 Fenders (39-27 -1 0) 
D 0 Seat (39-27 -1 1) 

D 0 Chain Guard (39-27-12) 

D 0 Vehicle Stand (39-27 -13) 

0 0 Glazing (39-27-14) 
0 0 Hom (39-27-15) 
0 0 Speedometer and Odometer (39-27-16) 
0 0 Lighting Equipment (39-27-17) (39-27-17.1) 
0 0 Passenger Seat (39-27-16) 
0 0 Footrest (39-27-20) 
0 0 Highway Bars (39-27-21) 

0 Fair 0 Poor 

TRAILER 

(See Chapter 39-21 NDCC) 

PASS FAIL 

0 D Taillights (39-21 -04) 
0 D Clearance Lights & Refiectors (39-21-05, 

39-21-10) 
0 0 Stoplights (39-21 -06, 39-21-06) 
0 0 Tum Signals (39-21 -06, 39-21 -06) 
0 0 Safety Chains or Brakes (39-21-32) 

CERTIFICATE OF REPAIRS FOR SALVAGE VEHICLE 

Name I Address I City I State I Zip Code 

I certify that I have rebuilt the above described vehicle. I further certify: The frame of the vehicle was not in need of repair or has been repaired in such a 
manner that the repairs will not detract from the overall performance of the vehicle and the chassis is now in a condition that would be comparable to the 
chassis of a similar vehicle which has not been damaged in an accident. The wheel alignment for the vehicle is within the tolerances allowed for vehicles of 
the same make, year model, and style .  

X 
Signature Date 

This inspection is "only" to verify the above-described vehicle has met minimum equipment requirements as required by state law. 
'SPECTED BY: 

Signature of Inspecting Officer Badge Number Date 

PENALTY: Any person making a false statement on this certificate of which another penalty is not specifically provided is gui lty of a class B 
misdemeanor. 



House Bi l l  1 1 26 

Testi mony before Senate Transportation Comm ittee 

Matthew C. Larsgaard, M BA 

Automobile Dealers Association of North Da kota 

March 7, 201 3 
3/6/13 

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee ,  my name is Matthew Larsgaard and I 

am appearing in opposition to House Bill 1 1 26 on behalf of the Automobile Dealers 

Association of North Dakota which consists of our state's franchised new car dealers. 

The NO Highway Patrol (HP) has been performing inspections on salvaged motor 

vehicles for many years. The inspection process and vehicle certification is required to 

al low a salvaged vehicle to be legally driven on pub lic roads. Inspections primarily 

occur when a vehicle owner wants to register 1 )  an antique vehic le , 2) a rebuilt vehicle 

from various parts or 3) a salvaged or severely damaged vehicle after it has been 

rebuilt. Please keep in mind that a salvaged vehicle is one that has sustained severe 

structural  damage in excess of seventy-five percent (75%) of the vehicle's retail value. 

(39-05-20.2) 

We very much appreciate the great job that the H P  does in protecting our residents 

and patrol ling our  highways. We also support the H P's concept of eventually 

transferring the ob ligation to conduct salvaged vehicle inspections to the private 

sector. However, reluctantly, we are opposed to specific language on page 2 ,  line 2 

which states "mechanic certified by an industry - recognized certificate . "  

We believe this language is much too vague and broad. What does having an 

"industry recognized certificate" mean? This language seems to al low ANY 

"mechanic" that has any type of "industry" certification to conduct the inspections. 

It is important to understand that many "industry certificates" focus on one specific 

automotive system such as brakes, transmissions, exhaust,  engines, etc. The 

Automotive Service Excel lence (ASE) tests are some of the most common and widely 

recognized industry certifications. There are currently 48 different ASE tests ranging 

from " School Bus Certification Tests" to "Automobile Parts Specia list (P2)" to 

"Compressed Natural Gas Engines (H 1 ) . "  An individual only has to pass one of these 

tests to earn an " industry recognized certificate . "  



In addition, we have several other questions/concerns: 

1 .  It appears that an individual may rebuild a salvaged vehicle and inspect or 

certify their own work and; 

2 .  It appears that a business may rebuild a severely damage d  vehicle and 

possibly require one of their own employees to inspect or certify the vehicle .  

Should the inspector be an independent third party? 

3 .  Will the "certified mechanic" or the business where the mechanic is employed 

be held liable in the event the vehicle is in an accident involving bodily injury or 

death? 

4. It appears that any "certified mechanic" in North America may perform these 

inspections. Wil l we see a large number of out-of-state sa lvaged vehicles 

brought into North Dakota to be inspected and then titled? 

5.  Is  there a process in p lace to validate and ensure that the "certified inspector" 

actually possesses a certification or can anyone claim to be certified and not 

have any questions asked? 

6. Is there a penalty in place for those who claim to have a certification when they 

really do not? 

7. Is a "mechanic", who is trained to repair and service vehicles, the appropriate 

professional to conduct inspections on severely damaged vehicles? 

It is important to understand that the HP is currently obligated to "inspect" vehicles that 

are being driven on our highways in an effort to ensure that motorists are safe and in 

compliance with NDCC 39-2 1 which requires that specific vehicle equipment must 

operate p roperly . . . .  this bil l won't change that. It seems reasonab le to us that until 

these questions have been thorough ly studied or answered the H P  should continue to 

perform the inspections for certification - inspections, in part, that pertain directly to 

NDCC 39-2 1 . 



We understa nd that this is a very important issue before us today. We also 

u n derstand that d u ring the last two yea rs the HP has inspected over  six thousand five 

h u nd red (6 , 5 00) veh icles. We also ag ree that it is reasonable to eventually move this 

tas k  to the p rivate sector. With that in  mind , we are very interested in working with the 

H P  to find a reasonable sol ution to this issue. 

M r. C hairm a n, i n  short, we believe this issue needs to be stud ied fu rther. 

We a re very interested in partnering with the HP,  DOT, and other  interested parties in 

an  effort to ana lyze this issue during the interi m .  After a thoro u g h  d u e  d i l igence has 

been performed we would all be much better positioned to approach the 20 1 5  

leg islature with a solution that works for everyone. This approach wil l  help to identify 

any u n intended conseq uences and ensure that a "q ual ified inspector" and inspection  

process is estab l ished - al l  in an effort to  p rotect our  residents and keep non

roadworthy vehicles off of the hig hways. 

M r. C h airm a n ,  th is concludes my testimony.  Thank you . 

M atthew C. Larsgaard ,  M BA 

Automob ile Dealers Association of North Dakota 
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1 1 26 

That the Senate recede from its amendments as printed on page 1 1 69 of the House Journal 
and page 946 of the Senate Journal and that Engrossed House Bill No. 1 1 26 be amended as 
follows: 

Page 2, line 2, replace "mechanic certified by an industry-recognized certificate who" with 
"business registered with the secretary of state and which is in good standing with 
publicly offered motor vehicle repair. The business completing the certificate of 
inspection may not be the business that reconstructed the vehicle and" 

Renumber accordingly 

Page No. 1 1 3 .8087.02003 

I 
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HB 1 1 26 Proposed Amendment 

Current Law: 

3. The certificate of inspection required under this section must be completed by a 
licensed new or used motor vehicle dealer with publicly offered motor vehicle repair 
services. The dealer completing the certificate of inspection may not be the dealer who 
reconstructed the vehicle and must state the vehicle is in compliance with the 
requirements of chapter 39 - 21 . 

Proposed Change: 

3. The certificate of inspection required under this section must be completed by a 
licensed new �4-motor vehicle dealer witfl��Fed-or a motor vehicle repair 
services shop with ASE certified technicians for automotive or collision repairs. The dealer 
completing the certificate of inspection may not be the dealer who 
reconstructed the vehicle and must state the vehicle is in compliance with the 
requirements of chapter 39 - 21 . 

Final Copy: 

3. The certificate of inspection required under this section must be completed by a licensed new 
motor vehicle dealer or a motor vehicle repair service shop that has ASE certified technicians 
for automotive or collision repairs. The dealer completing the certificate of inspection may not be 
the dealer who reconstructed the vehicle and must state the vehicle is in compliance with the 
requirements of chapter 39 - 21 . 

-. " 




